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mISSIon

for the future

THORNE

A 0
f y ar man I k d
at the w rId ar und him with unaitical ye. H had idea about himlf the plant and the animal th
rth and rhe han. am idea w r
u ful rh r app aled to him f r diff rent rea n. H cr ared god for the
un m n thund r nd ther object
or e m he did n t und r tand. F min dr ughr ccid nt and di a he
crribur d r f te or to unfriendly pirit . Truth half-truth and myth w re
c mingled in a confu d b dy
f
"kn wI d e' and "beli f ." B cue the
OR TH

F

f ar rei n d a ad minant force in life.

Mileston s in th struggle for
1Inderstandi17,g
Th path man ha f 11 w d in
truggling upward in thi f g finrance ha b n a winding one. A f w
f the milest n al ng hi way em
ignificant.
Afrer
writren Ian uage had d eloped orne men rarted t k ep
car ful rec rd of certain
ent uch
as the p iti n f the rars rhe sympth
r m
a ciated with di ea
rowrh proce
of plam and the
weath r. The
rec rd pr ided at
I a t tw ad anc : fir r the bs r ati ns could b checked by ther' and
ec nd rh accumu l ted ob er arion
were e id n e f an rderly ucc
f e ems in rhe uni r e.
Probably later man de i ed way to
mea ure thing - di tance
ight
light magnetic p w r radiation - he
rill de i ing uch y rem .
A a rhird mile r ne he
FOR
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1962

that certain
fit
h d r cognizable
au . H at cau d ice to m It- b s
collected nectar fr m pI nt and made
han y' bacteri cud di a . Th
world c a ed ro be caprici u and man
r alized that h c ul be the rna rer
in t d f th la e f hi
Furth m n found th t idea pr ed
\ alid under a limir d ituation were
fren f Xt n i
imp rtance - rhe
law f ra ity the can pt
lution and man orh r .
Fifth man fund that h auld carry
ut experim t to te t the quality r
alidiry f hi idea. orne f the garen ariety f u h id a arly t red
included: D r t crop
i ld b tt r
if plant in rhe d rk of eh m n' do
plant n ed rh r marerial rhan war r
for growrh.

Responsibiliti s of public agencies
for the sollttion of fundamental
problems
Graduall man realiz d that t c nqu r hi a e-old enemie f hunger di ea e cold and f ar h mu r energetically and y remarically tudy the world
r und him. The e tudie could nor
b lefr ro chance nd a public agencie were a ign d the r p n ibiliry.
ince f d clothing land war r
plant and animal were rhe ba i of
man ' exi r nc ir wa natural thar
eh
hould recei e fir t anenti n. In
the
nir d
rate thi wa d ne
throu h e tabli hm nt f th tate agricultural experim nt tation and rhe
U. . Deparrm m of Agriculture.
Although the Utah A ricultural Exp riment tarion wa nor e tabli hed
until 18 8 ir i appr priateIy with
( C011lintled on pa
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DR . WYNNE THORNE is director of the Utah
Station and in charge of University research .
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are po luting t e air we breath
Reduction of air
pollution will become a
necessity as our
population increases
Dust, smoke,
gaseous fumes,
radioactive fallout
threaten
our health

D TRIALlZATIO
has made nece sities of many things that were
formerly nonexistent. It has a Iso
brought with it many problems which
were previously absent. Automobiles
airplanes, tele ision plastics, and superhighways are juSt a few of the formerly nonexistent necessities which
now play ital roles in Our lives. We
are all aware of the hazards on the
highways and in the air resulting from
astIy increased travel. Howe er most
of us are not as keenly aware of another problem which has resulted from
industrialization and the crowding together of many people in limited areas.
This is the problem of air pollution.
Any gaseous or particulate matter not
normally present in the air is an air
pollutant. This includes dust, smoke
gaseous fumes radioactive fallout and
any other foreign matter.

I

Sources of aPr poil'lJtion

DR. ORSON S. CANNON is professor and
head of the Department of Botany.
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Our society is one which is dependent upon burning, and most pollutants
get into the air as a result of burning.
Much of the energy used in cooking
our food lighting our cities, or operating our TV sets comes from the burning of coal. After we have made use
of food or fi ber in order to live, the
refuse ends up on the fire - either at
home or on the city dump. AutOmobiles function only as a result of burning and the products of that combustion pollute the air.
In the burning process most fuels
are only partially consumed, and many
chemical products of partial combustion are released into the air. Some of
these are visible as smoke. Others are
not visible, but are made up of complex chemicals which may be a menace
to the health of plants and animals.

Usually the products of combustion are
carried away from the site of burning
by air currents so that they do not become concentrated enough to damage
life ' howe er at times the air, containing products of combustion, is trapped
and held close to the earth by a thermal
inversion. When this occurs the buildup of tOxic products may be so great
that bOth animal and plant life are
injured.

Effects

01l

animal life

One nOtable example of tOxic buildup was the smog which occurred at
Donora, Pennsylvania in OctOber 1948.
For several days the smog failed to lift
and by the end of the third day nearly
6 000 persons were reporred ill and 17
people had died. Those who became ill
at this time and recovered had a higher
illness and death rate later than tbose
who remained well during the smog
disaster.
According to Dr. Walsh McDermott,
professor of public health and preventive medicine at the Cornell University
Medical College, there is much evidence that undean air has bad effects
on health. One disease the increased
incidence of which apparently is associated with unclean air is chronic
bronchitis-emphysema. When this disease occurs, several tiny air sacs in the
lungs merge to form a larger air sac,
and a smaller surface for the transfer
of oxygen to the blood results. In addition the bronchial tubes leading to the
sacs are narrowed causing the bronchitis phase of the disease. Susceptibility increases with age with the illness and death rate going up rapidly
after 45. Bronchitis-emphysema is more
common among city dwellers than
country people and more of a problem
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Fig. S. Automobile exhaust fumes contribute heavily to air pollution in urban areas

in large citie than in mall ones;
"Th re i orne indicari n howe er
thac che ad antage of country Ii ing
can be cancelled by cigarect smoking
which i in effect, a portable form of
air p llution." Dr. McD rmott al 0
tate that chr nic bronchiti and
it complication i now the leading
cau e of death in men 0 er 45 in Gr at
Britain.
The Utah Agricultural Experiment
tation ha realized the eriou ne of
th problem of air pollution for many
year and has cooperat d with th pub-

lic and indu trial con ern in determining the effects of air pollutants on
plant and animal . ince fluoride
ha e been released into the air through
indu erial proce es in a number f
place with re ulting higher fluoride
c ntent in oil water and plants much
of the rudy has been on the effects of
fluorides.

Fig. 1. Yellowish-brown
to dark-brown deod oreas
developed between the
veins and the remaining
green areas of these
maple leaves injured by
sulfur dioxide

Fig . 2. Dead tissues at
leaf margins and within
this apricot leaf resulted
from excess fluorine
in the ai r
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These experiments ha e hown that
th eating of abo e-normal amount of
fluoride by young animal during the
period of toOth de elopmenc cau
( COfll.:111Ied

011

page 26)

Fig. 4. These narrow,
distorted cowpea leaves
developed after exposure
to 2,4-0 fumes

Fig . 3. Yellowing, death
of tissues, and abcission
of this cherry leaf followed
exposure to too much
chlorine in the air
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T.

Y.

BOOTH

increase in knowledge and improvement of techniques tbat have doubled farmland productivity in the past hundred years . . ..
The tremendous and continuing effect of having centers of research and
training for such knowledge, thus opening up a new dimension in university
work. . . .
The bold decision to make higher
education available to classes of people
never before thought suitable for ie. ...
-These are the achievements likely
to be noted during this ceneennial year
of the Land-Grant Colleges and Universities.
The importance of such maners is
obvious, and indeed can hardly be overmphasized. But in celebrating them
we should not 0 erlook other contributions of no less worth which ha e been
made to "the industrial classes" - the
ordinary working people - by the
Land-Grant program.
If we look at American farmers as
those most directly affected by the
Land-Grant system, we do indeed see
that they are productive, prosperous
and trained as farmers never before
have been in any society. But in the
continuing social evolution that has led
to the unique achievements of the
American society which we enjoy a
concurrent developmene at least as interesting and important is the general
social recognition won by the American farmer.

A

toward
a

liberal
education

In an hour darkened
by civil strife and

bloodshed, a sizable
part of the nation's
natural bounty was
allotted to establish
and maintain colleges
lito promote the
liberal and practical
education of the
industrial classes in
the several pursuits
and professions
In life"

SPECTACULAR

Fa-r mer is a 'respected 'UJord in America

"Farmer" is a respected word in our
society! One bint of how great a change
this is, may be gained by looking at a
few words from Other couneries and
times. Many terms that at first simply
meant a worker on the land over the
years came to mean someone thoroughly disreputable. A "villain ' originally
was JUSt a person who lived on some

•
DR. THORNTON Y. BOOTH is a ssociate professor of English, a ssistant to the dean of
the College of Huma nities and Scie nces, and
coordinator of th e libe ral studies curriculum
a t Utah State.
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counery prOperty, a "villa. ' The word
"village" goes back to the same roOt.
"Churl" is an Old English equivalent,
probably related to the word "corn."
"Boor' is a comparable word, originally meaning merely one who dwelr
in the country. A long list could be
made of words which in various ways
reflect the low opinion for the soiltiller prevalent in most societies before
ours: clown serf, peasant, lout, rustic.
Even in our own society in fairly recent
times, slang used in place of the word
"farmer' showed the same tendency :
"hick" "rube," "hayseed."
But such terms do not fit American
conditions, and are dying out. There
are no more churlish illains or villainous boors in the country these days
than there are in the rest of society.
The modern American farmer can be
and often is as sophisticated, as aware
as influential in society as his counterpart in business industry, or the
professions.
Obviously, there are many reasons
for his present stams. His prosperity
and productivity help give him both
the time and the means to d something besides work aU his waking hours
for a bare subsistence. With modern
transportation he is no longer isolated
from the rest of society for long periods. He has radio, television, movies
newspapers magazines books - all
the communication media available to
aU Other parts of society.
A participating member of society

However good he may be in his
field, a farmer who knows nothing
more than farming is not in a posicion
to exercise effective influence outside
it. Other than his effect as an individual voter, his influence in society and government will depend n
how well he understands society as a
whole and how clearly he sees farming
in relation to the whole, and nOt as the
all-in-all of life. Traditionally, even
independent farmers of some skill, let
alone serfs have had litde concern
for anything beyond their own acres.
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The Am rican farm r's kn wI edge f
int r t in concern with matter 01ltide of farming urely ha been e ential t hi gain in influ nc off the
f rm.
Th Land- rant
c ncributi n ha been no 1 imp reant in thi
matt r th n in kn wI edge related dir rly t farming. If a uni r icy did
n m re than intr uce a farmer to agri ulrural ec n mic thi w uld reprent a ignificant de 1 pm nt: s rf
know n thing b ur agricultural ec n mic. But
ri ultur 1 c n
fe

ciety.

T raining in the humanistic tradition
Finally and I
uld affirm m t imp reant f all
hen the 1 nd-Grant
y t m pened high r education' curricula t subj Ct and its d r to tudents ne er befor admitted it did not
en tither tudent
r curricula
s iati n with the humani tic traditi n c ntral t older cyle uni er itie .
It in fact made a (fern nd u demera tic implem ntation f the humani tic ideal that the indi idu I h uld get
a much educati n a h an a imilate
imply becau h i a uniquely ignificant being with innate dignicy and
w rrh and beaus hi porentialitie
will n t b a richly realized a they
might be unless he ha th be t educati n that his ciecy can gi e him.
The Land - Grant y t m n t only
help d make a ailable t the rdinary
citiz n of America new facts ab ur
f rming and ways to g t the facts to
peopl who could u e them. It nor nly
pro ided for them in addition train( Cont in1led
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CLYDE BIDDULPH
TH death f Dr. lyd Biddulph
pr fe r f phy iol y tah tat
Vni r ity 10 ton f it Ie ding ci nti t . He wa th
nJ r t ff member
in phy iol gy and had tabli hed high
tandard f r all ph
f the pr gram. Dr. Biddulph died f cancer
De emb r 5 1961 at the age f 49
year. H h d been a member of th
taff in teaching and re rch sine
19 6 ther than f r fi
years when
physi logi t

I

helped initiate tw imp rrant lin of r earch.
One wa an in e tigati n f the daner
f th newer in eccicide to th
health f animal and man. Thi work
ha c ndnu d t the pr nt rime and
ha in 1 ed cienti t in a number f
th r departments. He al
tarred r earch on th phy iol gy f reprodu ne f the fir t men t
t f llow the
u e r i acti e i or p
fir t tage f the life pr ce in animal. This work included u ing pho phoru 32 t lab 1 p rm c 11
they
c uld be f llowed during th fereilizati n and early life tag . He wa th
fir t man on th V V campu to u
radi acci e i Ot P in ither re earch
r teaching.
Dr. Biddulph wa chi fly r sp national In tiible for btaining a
rant
f ab ur
rut
f Health
2 0000 f r healch-r lated research
facilitie in the Biology wing in th
ew Fore try and Bi 1 gical Science
Building.
Fr m 1953 t 1957 Dr. Biddulph
w rk d f r the V. . Air F rce at San
B rnardin
California and at Rand Iph Air Free Ba e n r an Anto-

nio

ical pr
nI

er-

rudy
nd rine ti ue pr tein. Thi
wa dir cced tOward a bett r undertanding of the ba ic m chani ms
ction f the adrenal c reic 1 h rmone
in aiding animal t adju t t iruati n
of n ir nmental stre .
lyde Biddulph wa b rn March
1912 in H per tah th fifth in a
n aft r hi
family of e en boy.
bireh the family mo ed t Pro
V tah
where h w nt t grad
h 1 and
high ch 01. He graduat d with a
bach 1 r of are de r fr m the Brigh m Y un
ni er icy. H
c mplet d the d Ct r te de ree in phy i 1gy at the Vni r icy of
19 O. After graduatin
in Wi con in f r two y ar w rking
a a biologi t ith th
tate D partment f
n ration. H th n taught
at the Vni er icy f C nn cricut and
left there t
er e f ur y ar a an
erial phy i 1 gi t in rh V. . Air
Free wh r he attain d the rank of
lieur n nt-colonel.
Dr. Biddulph was a memb r f the
Am rican Physiol gical
i cy th
End crine
ciecy th Am rican
iecy f r
ci cy f Z 1 gi t rhe
Exp rim ntal Biology and Medicin
igma Xi Fraternicy and the American As ciati n for the Ad ancement
of cience.
He lea es hi wife the f rmer
Gw n Brugger nd four
n: Edwin
Clyde Gerald G rge CharI Madion nd Th rna Paul.
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Haywire and green leaf different expressions of

CURLY TOP IN ECTIO
N POTA OES
G 0 L0 EN

L.

5 T 0 K ERA N 0
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di eas known as haywire
in Utah and the p taco disease
described as green dwarf in Oregon are
both caused by the curly tOp irus.
Haywire is a currenr-season expression
of curly cop infection when plants are
gr wn under field conditions in Utah
while green dwarf is a tuber-perpetuated expression of curly tOP when plants
are grown under winter greenhouse
conditions in Utah and under field condition at Oceanside California, during
the winter months.
The curly tOp irus has been known
a the cause of a disease in potatOe
ince 1925 wben the irus was fir t
transmitted from naturally infected
otat plant CO beets by means of
leafhopper . Howe er potatO curly top
ymptoms de cribed in the literature
re extremely ariable in different 10calitie and with different anenes.
Stud ie in U tab on curly tOP infected

A

POTATO

•
GOLDEN L. STOKER is associate professor of
agronomy and in charge of the crop improvement program . DR. ORSON S. CANNON is
professor and head of the Department of
Botany.
Fig. 1. Terminal growth and leaf of Russet Burbank potato
showing current season curly top symptoms (left) and
similar parts of healthy plant (right). Note cluster of
small, rolled, elongated terminal leaflets with
pubescent underside of leaflets exposed

Fig. 4. Leaflet showing green
central portion with bulging
tissue between veins

Fig. 3. Healthy Russet Burbank
leaf (left) and diseased leaf
(right) Note elongated, rough or
wrinkled leaflets with irregular,
knotted midribs and faded margins

Fig. 2. Top portion of Russet Burbank
plant infected w ith current season
curly top. Note curved, rolled,
bulged or distorted leaflets
with faded margins

8

poc to ba
ho n that pI nr inf Cted naturally in the field by the be t
un Dr - ea on
leafhopper
expre
ymprom which are fairly can rant and
diff r DC from ocher di ea
[hat commonly occur whil ruber-tran mitt d
ymptom are
tr mel
ariable are
influenced by the n ironment under
which th
re grown and may ha
little r no re rnbl nce to curr nt- an ympt m .
tOm kn wn in
a hay ire ar imHar to haywire
t m reported in ebra ka.

Economic importa11ce of ha wire
in Utah
Alth ugh haywir (curly tOp
urred in many e d field in tah it
did n t be orne of c nomic impord pocato were
t nee until cercifi d
rown xc n i Iy in the ourh e trn p rt f the tat in th ad forcie.
This di ea e ha be n ne of the rna t
pre alent di ea s in certified eed potaco field in that p rt of the rate.
The a currenc
f the di a e ha
been rratic from year co year and fr m
fi Id to field. Th per emag
f di e ha frequently be n high r n n
id
r corner of
fi Id nd ha dcrea ed a the di t nce from the dge
of the field increa d. Indi idual field
ha e exceeded di ease tol ran e f r c rtifi ation during the pa t ixte years
but th rn t eri u damage in th
hi tOry of pocatO certification in Utah

acCU!! d during th 1958 ea on
h n
large population of beet leafhopper
mo ed fr m their de rt breeding
ground to th culti at d farms. Fiftyeight perc m of the pOtatO acreage Ii ted for certification in the outh e tern
pare of the state repr nting 79 perc m of the total tate acr age xceedd the disease tol rance for certification. Di ea e readin
a high a 3
perc m were recorded.

Current season SY171ptoms
ymptOm fjr t app r at the ap x
or terminal growth of the plant. ymprom m y or may not app ar on all
rem of a pI or at th am time and
th y may appear ar ny time during th
d elopm DC of the plant. Terminal
rowth i markedly r due d r ulein
in a ruoring of th pI or. Di a
ymprom appear only on tbe part of
rhe plam that grow after infection
occur.
Leaflet
f the t rminal lea
are
er ct stiff roll d upward from the
midrib and fren ar curled 0 er the
ra hi
fig. 1).
r n color de elopm or i inhibit d and th rowing point
i light gre n t yellow. The du t r
f m 11 roll d rermin.l leaf} t with
th
xpo d giv
the t rminal growth a
reyi h hire appearance.
Lea e near the rowing p iot are
longer in pr p nion r width than
heal thy on and ba 11 fl tare mu h

Fig . S. Tuber-perpetuated curly top symptoms. White
Rose plants grown from tubers harvested fro m plants
exhibiting current season curly top symptams

more Stunt d than r rmin 1 leaflet
(fig. 1). Th margin of I allers b m light green co y How and the affected leaflets may fad t a light gr en
in .
me
to y lJow b ten the
I flet b corn di tarred and curv
jdewa s orne may roll slightly upw rd and orne do nward. The marginal chlorotic (1 ue oft n i r cd t d
m re in growth than the cemral gr ner ti u cau ing a cupping or an upward at do nw rd bulging of th
leafl tS (fig. 2 and 3). They ha
a
thick rough or wrinkled appearance
a jf gathered along the midrib. The
midrib, and c a I ser extent the
in often de elop a rough in gular
knorr d app ar nc (fig.... ).
entral
gr n portions of the leaflet may continue to grow cau iog a bulging of the
ti ue betw n the vein . Thi i e the
1 aflet a rough appearance which n a
miniature cale res mble m untainou
terrain with the ein appearing as
scr am or fa' ine fig. ). The I a s
of plane infected arly in the ea on
m y 10 e all green coloration by lace
umm r and what wer earlier chl r tic mar io may become n erotic.
All arlen of potat
rown in
tah dv 1 p th charact ri tic curly
tOP ymptom when naruraHy inf ted in th field with th curly tOp iru'
howe r the
noeb c ariery i much
more e er Iy dam g d than th R u t
Burbank or
hite R o e arierie. Th
de ree of marginal and inter einal
yello ing leaf di cordon and ocr i arie lightly with arietie. The
thicker leaH t of the Kenn bee ari ry
r nd to remain moorher and the marginal yellowing may be less pr nounced
a th I afl t fad to a light gr en or
yell w color. The mar ins and rip of
1 aflet of red tuber arietie may delop a .reddi h or urpli h color.
Plant that de el p di ea
ymptOm
in the early tag s of gro th pr due
a few small mi hapen tubers. Large
plam that de lop symptom late.r in
the growing se 00 may produce one
r more mark table ruber in addition
to mall one which are often ml(Cotltin1led on page 2 7 )
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de tructi e nature of the alfalfa
ed chalcid Br'ltchophagzts roddi
Guss. ha been recognized since the
latter part of the nineteenth centur .
The lack f effecti e controls make
this in ect a mo t important problem
to alfalfa seed producers. This jet-black
hymen pteran wa p mistakenly called
the "chalei -fly " de troys from 5 ro 25
percent of the alfalfa seed in Utah each
year. Damage a high as 85 percent of
the seed has be n reported. The female
lays her egg in green eeds and the developing lar ae hollow OUt the seed
thus destroying it. Much of thi derruction go unnOticed as damaged
seed is commonly blown out in the
trash during har esting and cleaning
operation.
Insecticide which might be used ro
control thi p st ha e not been perfected but many are receiving considerble re earch arrenrion in Utah and
el where. On the ocher hand, control
by cultural methods was suggested by
C. J. Soren on of the Utah Station
year ago but uccess depends up n
community efforr which i nOt always
obtainable.
The ea onal abundance of alfalfa
eed chalcids has been determined by
periodic weepings of alfalfa plots with
standard 15 inch diameter nets on the
E ans Experimental Farm south of
L gan Utah. This farm is located Outide of the alfalfa seed producing
areas; howe er, the in ecr occurs in
I rge numbers. The rare use of insecticides in the area may be a parcial explanation for this situation. Cha1cid

T

HE

j

SEASONAL ABUNDANCE
OF THE
ALFALFA SEED CHALCID

infe tarion rate ha e been higher on
this farm than in the eed producing
ction around Delta where the spraying of alfalfa seed fields i a common
occurrence.
Developmental cycles of alfalfa
and the seed chalcid

During a growing sea on alfalfa
produces tWO sets of bloom in mo t
reas of Utah. The first blo m start
about Jun 1 ro 10 and i full by June
15 to 20 and then d clines. If the field
i not cut but has sufficient soil moi ture a horter econd growth will
bloom in late July. If fir t crop hay i
cut approximately June 10 and there
i sufficient oil moisture tbe second
crop will begin ro bl om about July
10 and b in full flower by July 20.

If econd cr p is CUt for hay ther
will be a third bloom in September
but thi
ill b t
late for chalcid
infe tation or seed production.
Chaleid popul dons are closely as 0ciated with the bl oming habits of
alfalfa. The fir t adult chalcids that
appear in the spring come from s ed
infe ted the previous year. Such infe ted seed may com from nearby

•
DR. DEVERE. R. McALLISTER is professor of
agronomy; DR. B. AUSTIN HAWS is associate
professor of entomology; WAYNE A. ROWLEY
and G. DOUGLAS MINION are g raduate
students, Rowley in entomology and Minion
in agronomy. C. J. Sorenson, emeritus professor of e ntomology, made earlier studies
of the alfalfa seed chalcid in Utah and published the results in Utah Station bulletin
218 in 1930.
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Figs. 1 - 3. Seasonal abundance of adult seed chalcids, 1959, 1960, 1961 , Evans Experimental Farm, logan, Utah
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5, emergence hole;
6, chalcid damaged
alfalfa seed; 7, noninfested
seed. Courtesy W. P. Nye

MIN ION

olume r plants or from eed scate r d
on the gr undo AduIc are rarely found
in an alfalfa field which j not in
bloom and relati ely few are fund in
the fir t bi m. Hower this mall
population depo its egg in many green
eed. The
egg b com larvae in
3 to 4 day and change to pupae in an
additional
to 10 day. The pupa
emer
a adults 7 t 10 days later.
Thus it take appr ximately 3 we k
from gg t adult ta
during th
warm part f the ea on. Cycle are rep ated a long a temperature and alfalfa bl m p riods p rmit. Toward the
end of the sea on a t mperature d rea e the cycle is n t c mpleted and
most of the cha1cid
erwimer a
larvae.
The sea anal abundance f adult
lfalfa seed chalcid n the E ans Experimemal Farm during 1959 1960
nd 1961 is hown in figs. 1 2 and 3.
ea nal and locational di fference
in chalcid numb r are exhibit d in
these figure with th 1961 ea on
produci ng by far the greate t numb r.
All seas ns show a minor peak in number during the laner half f July and
major peak during late August.
The progres i e ch nges in adult
d chalcid number shown in fig. 3
may be de ribed as follow :
June 25 t July 11 - The relati ely
few adult chalcid ( 0 t 20 per
100 weep pr bab! came from
plams infested the pre ious y ar.
Many probably riginated in the
imm diate i c in i ty· howe er
orne may ha
blown in from
ther areas.
July 11 t August 6 - Thi mideason peak in chalcids (20 to
400 t 150 p r 100 sweep) reulced from the fir t generation
chalcid from the tudy and ad(Colltinued on page 2 )
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The clover chalcid,
1, Alfalfa seed containing
the egg; 2, pupa: 3, larva;
4 , adult

o ': animol movemenh
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Fig . 1. Cattl e in
ex perimental pastures on
mountain slopes

....• 1
:1.,
I

Fig . 2. An im al movements
and plot locations in
pastures on 60 percent slopes

D.

L.

Fig . 4. Portraits of
soil surfaces made it
possible to measur& small
changes in distribution
of litter

GOO D WIN

AZI GS
Steep slopes not only
receive slight use by
livestock, but they
constitute a source for
sediment, rock, and
debris and contribute to
reduction in water quality

MO
T

T I

u e f mountain lopes as a
ource of summer feed for Ii ec ck ha b en a common practice
c mmon in fact chac many Ii e cock
producers a ume th c a urnmer range
allormenc indud
ery acre wichin
it boundarie .

chey h e frequendy
me m uncain slope
n t only recei e slight u e by Ii e tock
but they al can cirute a urce area
f r edimenc rock and debris. The e
c ntribuce if nOt to fl ding chen ac
lea c to reduction in wacer qualiey.

In recent year as land managing
agencie ha e att mpted t
aluace
range and wac r hed re ource under

A a result of the e bservaci n
many mouncain lop s ha e been or
re being da sified as n n-u able range.
In confl ict with chis action are th brations of lives cock people who see
abundant "go d ' forage on mountain
sl pes being wasced by uch deci ion .

HE

•
DR. DUWAYNE L. GOODWIN is assistant
professor of range management.
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Fig. 3 . Animal moveme nts
and p lot loca tions in
pastu re o n 68 percent slo pe
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Prompted by the conflict of int rpretation of obser ations and by the need
f r criteria upon which to base a decision as to the xclusion or inclusion
f a m untan slope as part of the range
re ource ar a the Utah Station in cop ration with th Range Management
Di isi n of the F rest Ser ice and the
Intermountain For St and Range Experiment Station acti ated a research
program to determine the effects of
grazing cattle on steep mountain slopes.
The study is being conducted in Cowley Canyon and Herd Hollow on land
either administered by the Forest Ser ice or owned by Leland Peterson of
Hyrum.
Four two-acre pastures ha e been
established on slopes that have a gradient arying between 23 and 68 percent. Vegetation within the pastures is
typical of summer range used by cattle.
Serviceberry chokecherry sagebrush
wheatgrass, bluegrass fescue and balsamroot are some of the plants present
in each pasture (fig. 1).
Within each pasture measurements
f crown cover by species infiltration
rate soil density soil movement and
litter cover are being made. All measurements except infiltration and soil
density are made before and after each
grazing period. Infiltration and soil
density are determined each spring. Behavior of cattle while in each pasture is
also recorded.
Beha ior of cattle on steep slopes

The behavior of the cattle has been
extremely interesting. Apparently the
action of the animals is influenced by
their recent experiences, by the proximity of other cattle and by the gradient of the slope. Animals with a
FOR
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pre ious experience in enclosed pastures were less ner ous did less fence
searching and covered pastures more
uniformly than did animals from the
open range. The former appeared to be
less concerned about the proximity of
ther cattle than did the latter.
When cattle that had been previously enclosed in small pastures were
placed in a pasture with a slope of 60
percent they immediately moved to
the tOp of the pasture where they
stayed most of the time. Animals from
the range herd when placed in a pasture on a 68 percent slope stayed at the
bottom of the pasture as near the range
herd as they could until the range herd
mo ed away (figs. 2 and 3).
The influence of slope upon cattle
mo ement was most clearly demon-

strated in a single pasture in which
gradients of 23 33 and 56 percent
were included. In this pasture, most
activity occurred n the tWO slopes
with least gradient. Cattle moved rather
freely and uniformly co ered the area
of pasture with a slope of 43 percent.
Movement of cattle displaces soil

As the cattle grazed the pastures,
soil was loosened and displaced. The
maximum and minimum vertical displacement in each pasture is presented
in table 1.
Extent of soil displacement appears
to be related to slope although soil
characteristics and condition of vegetation probably exert modifying influences. Changes in position of soil
(Co11tinued

01l

page 28)
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Fig . 4 . Effect of radiation dose
and mold growth on
ripening of Bing ch e rri es
(57th day of storage)
A non-irradiated controls
B 2 x l(t1s rads;
C 3 x 105 rads,
04 x 105 rads
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RVE f d a nearly
ible in th ir n tural tate h

ti n ha
bur n on meth
pli hed thi aim.
we are I
th 1 kout f r n wer and better m thd
f pr r ati n. Fruit an
egtabl
which re p ci lly p ri hable
make up a large p rt f human di t.
At pre nt 25 t 50 percent f rhe
pr duCt p il b f re rh y c n b con. Thi ha 1 d t th xplorati n
f pr er ari n b rh irradi tion i n
ff by acomic reacr r .

Pres r atiOtl b irradiation
NORMA W. PIERSON received her M.S. d egree in foods and nutrition last spring from
USU and is now an instructor in the Colleg e
of Family Life. This article is based on he r
research . DR. ETHELWYN B. WILCOX is professor of foods and nutrition . DR. D. K. SALUNKHE is associate professor of horticulture. The article is based on research conducted in cooperation with the Quarte rmaste r
Food and Container Institute and has been
assigned no. 1082 in the se ries of papers
approved for publication. The views and
conclusions contained in the paper are those
of the authors. The y are not to be construed
as necessarily reflecting the views or e ndorseme nt of the De partment of Defe nse .
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Number of days at 40° F. After Irradiation
Fig. 3. Effect of radiation dose on the preference score for
Bing sweet cherries stored at 40 ° F.

radiati n f r che pr r ci n f tr wberri . ch 30xl0 5 rad d e f r th
pre r ad n of w c cherri . herrie
wer m r uitable f r radiaci n than
crawberri b cau e f their firmne .
Irradiat d trawb rrie h d
helf lif
f 0 d y and that f cherri 57 day
wh n t red at O° F.
Firmn
wa th rea n that Kauga and parkle erawberri and Bing
ch rri w re th b t
rietie for irradiati n. Maturity f che cr p i als
imp reanr. Th firm-ripe tage i th
b t f r radiati n pre er ati n. Immacur r r en pr duct when irradiated
d n c rip n e enly. Overmature crop
be m oft and are pr ne t fun al
inf tati n hen irradiaced.
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re made

F r the ce t at
nJy t p qualiry pr du
elected. After reing
th fruit wa plac d in perf rated n .
10 an c nrainin n. 10 kraft paper
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and ealed.
ardb ard di ider
w re u d in th can t pre m brui in
f the fruit during era 1. The fruit
wa tran p reed in a r fri rat r unit
held at 0 degr
F. t the Material
Te ting tati n ne r Arc Idaho. It
w
irradiated und r 20 f t f wac r
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in a wimming p I t p r act r with
amma ray from pem fu I I m m .
Durin th pr ce
f irradiati n th
fruit w re aerat d t r m
th
gi n ff (fi . 2 .
Th fruit w ch ck d f r r dioacti iry bef r it left the irradiati n nradi acti ity ha b n fund in
ny f th materi 1 irradiat d in ur
t

t.

F 11 wing irr diati
fruit were t red at
pen d. ample w r examln
fully t determine c I r t xcur
and ther phy ical characteri tic. All
ere counred and dimoldy fruit
c rded and the p rcem f edibl fruit
calculat d. Q ualiry f the irradiat d
fruit wa c mpar d with chat f n nirradiat d fruit by a pan I f 10
jud
Fig. 1 (above, right)
Aeration chamber and
equipment used for
radiation of the fruit
Fig . 2 (right) Entire
radiation apparatus
showing UIA column and the
aeration chamber used
during the process of
radiation . Note special
fuel elements at the
bottom of the column

Wildlife: A Community

ESOURCE
J ACK

H.

B ERR Y MAN

Y rural c mmunicie are ichering on the ine. H me ar
b ar d up' cher ar fe er people and
few r opp rrunitie .
ich 10 of opp rrunity the young p ople lea e. Thi
I
f futur Ie der i the re I trag dy
f many mall communitie.
m
c mmunitie ha di app ared entirely.
h c to n - a curiou phenomenon
of the .. izzling ixcie."
Y e the face of rural America i
changing.
h ng in agriculture indu try and cran p nation em to b
sp lling the nd to Thoma J ff r n'
dr am of a plea ant American c untryide ith arc red rural populati n .
F r me th ch nge i ine itable. F r
other cher are unr alized pporruniti that offer the hope of ur i al and
healthy growth.
T uri m i one ueh opportunity.
t rural communiti ha e a one or
tw dimen i nal ec nomy b d on agriculture or indu rry. Touri m can add
a third dim n ion to bol ter a faltering
n my and help check a populati n decline.
n ider for a moment the alue f
t uri m. Aec rding to the
. D parrm nt of omm ree 24 tOuri t

M

A

•
JACK H. BERRYMAN is wildlife specialist fo r
the Extension Service, Utah State University.

topping daily in a community i the
equi al nt of an indu try ha ing an
nnual payroll of 10 thou and dollar. To tat like tah with countIes tourist
topping r pa ing
throu h communiti thi is xtremely
import nt. Touri t nnually p nd 22
billi n doll r in the nited tate. F r
tah the figure i 10 milli n.

l17ildlife -

a built-in attractioll,

Thi i here ildlife fir in - fishing and hunting are form f touri m.
ildlife is a built-in attraction a community re ourc . Fi hermen and hunter p nd aIm t 60 milE n d llar e ry year in tah. Of {hi amount 15
million i used f r tran poreation over
9 million for meals and lodging and
m re than 32 million for equipment
and upplie.
n the urface POrt men' I Its {
communi tie or dowmo n bu ine
ha e little imp rtanc to the landowner. L king a little de per the vi ir are f ignificance t e eryone including the farmer. For example purch e by port m n increa e ale
f
I al p t t b ef, and ther f rm produc. Acc rding to rudie by the
Knoxville T urist Bureau Knoxvill
t uri t annually eat a half million egg
almo t thre million pound of fr h
m t
er two million pound f fre h
etabl a million and a half p und
f fr h fruit
nd a quarter of a million p und of butter. Touri t exp ndi-

cur al 0 a e the tax burden. In r alicy t uri t i it including pore m n
i its are ital to everyone.
Ob iou ly fi hing and hunting ha
made a con id rable impaCt on Ut h'
economy. Thi ha b en irru By ithout planning. F w if any communiti ha e deliberat Iy pi nned to realize
the full p tenti I f p rt men vi it .
ith planning how ub tantial might
th e i it become?

Awakelli1lg Utah commullities
er I t h communities ar w kening to the impact of wildlife reources. B a er has a community development pr j Ct aai ely concerned
with fi hin
nd hunting. The
er
hunt i imp rtam to Bar' c n m .
cudie are under way to find wyand
mean of incr a ing hunter expenditure by incr a ing attraction and
er ice .
Panguitch is an ut tanding xample of a hifring economy. In a brief
p riod thi small Ii e r ck and agriculrural community ha become a tOuri t
center and a headquart r for fi hermen and hunter . There are new motel re taurant and oth r facilitie and
y u can en e the hu cle-bu tle f igorous new gro tho
A fin exampl of a community
taking ad antage of a larent re ource
i the no popular re n Ri er boat
trip. The imple act of pro iding
r ice and ho pitality
that water

nthu iast can "flo t tbe reen" annually cau es an influx of vi itOr from
e ral we tern stat gi ing the I al
economy a much-n eded hot in the
arm.
The elk h rd at th Black mith
Fork Ranch in ache C unty annually
er 1 000 i itor . Here i a
attract
tremendou
pp nunity to pro ide
ervice r th e winter I ItOr aoxiou to buy r take picture
njoy a
hot meal or I a e with a momento and to timulate the c nomy during a
lack peri d.
A community mu t be alert to the
opp reunity and willing t plan and
erve. It mu t know ho many hunter and fi herman 1 It are made to
or trn ugh the community. It mu t
pro ide adequate faciJitie
nd erice : attracti e re taurant ( open bef re and aft r fi hing nd hunting
hour ). adequate motel facilitie '
place
here p rt m n c n obtain
equipment and upplie - tackle ammunition white ga ice, gr cerie and
licen e after hour. And m t imp rri e the e facilities hould be readily
a ailable.
There are real opportuniti to proide pecial er ic and cr ate new
bu in e ba d on SpOrt men I 1C •
Hide pr e ing meat pr ce ing ( including fr zing and hipping ) ' and
the preparation of pecialty item uch
a de r alomi the ale of artwork
photOgraph and moment
are but
( Collti1l1led ill page 30 )

A moling machine for installing
plastic lined moles

A moling device used in
making the moles

A completed unlined mole

RECLAMATION OF POORLY DRAINED SOILS
Cache irrigation and drainage farm is the center of irrigation and drainage
research activities
A.

Irrigati n and Dr inage Farm. Preliminary tudi
p im t th
mrol
f th
urface water and impr ed

drainage
reducti n f arte ian pre ur
r
d wat r applicati n te hoique
t mak the c minu due f th land
ucce ful f r culri ated a riculrur .
F r a number f y ar draina e r ear h in
tah wa handi apped b cau
flack f a p rmanem 1
n whi h t c oduCt in
Thi pr blem
1 ed
y ar
wh n
uncy
eking t
lve it wn w t land pr blem provided
t h
tate Uni er icy
ith

•
A. ALVIN BISHOP is professor of civil and
agricultural engineering.
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m re th 0 1
acr
f p rly drain d
land to b u d f r irri ati nand raina
r arch. Thi land i r pr matI
f the 20.000
f p rly
dr ined land in
um and i
the w
imilar in many
lands f
t h
t t l Y2
milli n acr .
Th f rm wa d ded t the
nler icy in 1957 and
that tim
ariou pha e
f the
1 m ha e b
wampy nature of th
fre water tandin
n the il urface
mad
p rati ns ifficulr at th farm
when it wa fir t acquir d. Th w [ r
table wa a[ r near th
il
rfac
thr ugh ut th mir y ar and [he u e
f m [rized quipm m wa aIm t
ibl. Th
de
an t making an in
pr blem. Piezom ter

A LV I N

B ISH 0 P

Large drain, eonstmet d
a I rg p n dr in
er
a an ud t
f r furur ep rimemal dr in and t
drain ff urface wat r which u ualJ
fl ded [he f rm.
ith th c mpl ri n f thi drain the urfac wat r
wer c mr lJe and an imm diate influence wa
b er ed n th wat r
tabl. Wh re und r th pre ailin
the wat r had n rmally
il urfa
it
r n ar the
a much a f t
urface b D cemb
f
falling water tabl wa
acc mpli hed by th
light narural
ub urf ce draina e and by the conumpti e u e f [he
tati n r
ing n the il urfac. By r m In
th
f upply to the il thr u h
the urfac water thi wa
In June

w

c n rru

f 195
t

d [

p ible.
ith a hay pplicati n
irrigati n w t r the
il w uld
b

m

arurat d and

n e In water

table w uld r ulr thu indicatin

cl e relati n between the urf c
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Collecting drainage water
from a mole drain

Surface irrigation leaching plots on the Cach e
Irrigation and Drainage farm

ci n c ndici nand che drainag
pr blem.

f1

J\

In 1959 a yscem of m Ie dr In w
in called cdc rmin ch
uicability
f thi type of dr inage. The e drain
re c n trucced by drawing a m ling
d
m wh c simi lar c a ubthr ugh che il. Thi leave a
ca icy or tube in ch
il feer ic
pa e (m Ie hole ) . Pare of the mole
wer in call d ich a chin pIa cic liner
ther were left unlined. M Ie
pacing
f 20 30 and 0 feec were
u d. The depth
f m I
u ually
arie fr m 15 to 6 in h . The depch
f th
in c lied at che ache Irrigaci n and Drainage Farm a eraged 22
inch f r cho e lin d with pI tic and
2 inch for the unlin d m Ie. The
diff renee in depch wa due primarily
t th differ n e in power required
when ch pia ric lining e ice wa
u d. Ac che cime ch m Ie were intall d che wacer cabl
bel w
feet th
il a dr
d ncy c crumble r
10
reac r
p w r r quirement
c ble
m Ie.

i!
ha
third

alinicy pr blem
f th

r abouc a

ar a and che m Ie w re

menc .
ml
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th majority of pinyon tr e Cut in
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re n t fac d 0
much with the pr bl m f now.
Momana ha uadiri nally be n the
larg t uppli r of D u la -fir tr e f r
tah.
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ary tremendou ly.
and ci ic organization fr quently fa Or

•
DR. FRANK W. KEARNS is assistant professor
of forest management. WILLIAM G. POULSEN is assistant state forester in charge of
coope rative forest management in the state
and stationed on the USU campus. The results of a study of Christmas tree retailing
and consumption in the metropolitan area
of Utah during the 1960 Christmas season
and interviews made with Christmas tree
dealers by the State Department of Forestry
through the month of December 1961 serve
as the basis for this article.
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tree of all peci
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U t h retail yard w re graded a parr
of th 1960 rudy. Twel per ent of
th tree were cIa d a premium 37
0 p rcem utility
p rcem tandard
and 11 percent cull. Thi
id nce
h ws that good quality trees are hard
to get.
1m r iew
ith deal r in 1961 indicated that they felt th t the quality
of pinyon pine wa de lining
r the
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er that f 1960 and th quality f
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t ri tic for it i n rmaJly th cull tr e
th n go un ld. Of th
timat d
21 000 tr e on the r tail market in
tah in 19 0 appr ximately 12 p rcem wer un old and burn d at the nd
Table 1. Species of Christmas t rees in Utah
retail yards, 1960-61
Species

Pinyon pine
Douglas-fir
Subalpine f ir
White fir
Spruce
Ponderosa pine
Lodg e pole pine
Others

1960

1961

perce nt
43 .7
35.4
44
7.2
5 .4
2 .0
1.8
.1

percent
38.2
35.0
10.7
2 .1
9.1
2.1
2.7
.1

Table 2. Source of Utah 's Christmas trees,
1960-61
State

Montana
Utah
Nevada
Idaho
Colorado
Others

FARM
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1960

1961

percent
38.8
33 .0
15.5
8.3
2 .5
1.9

perce nt
45.8
39.5
4.0
2.3
1.1
7.3
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Reta il Christmas t ree yard
at a nurse ry

Pinyon - juniper ty pe in southern Utah, source of
Utah 's pinyon Christmas trees

of the a on. 0 er 75 perc or f thi
quality Moncana
urplu
a 10
D uglas-fir tree. In 1961 the t .
tal supply of trees as reduced by an
estimated 9 p rcent the quality of the
Dougla fir was higher and ther
were few surplus tree. In fact man
retail lots were Id out of trees a week
or more befor Chri trDa day.

Retail establish17l,ents
Any acant lot in a city becomes a
potential retail Chri tm tree yard a
the Christmas season approaches. A
sample of the retail establishments in
the metropolitan Salt Lake City and
Ogden areas in 1960 pro ided the following classification:
EJtabliJhmetlt

Percent of total

Vacant lot
Service stations ........... .
FOR
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37
16

d car 1 t ................
Plant nur rie ............
F d tor ................. .
Fruit t nd ............... .
Other establi hed
bu ine

10

9

12

( included Dairy Queen
Army urplu core, mocel ,
porrin
ood score and
farm and arden tore )

Far more tree were sold from ret il yard et up on vacant lOt than
from lots b longing to e tablisbed
busines es. However a few establi hed
busine ses are commonly linked with
Chri tmas tr
retailing. The most
prominent are service station used
car I ts nur erie and f d St re. All
of the e have a few advantages in comman: space for the placing of crees n
display' customers who come for other
item (and who may pick a tree incidentally)· per onnei and facilities to

take care of cree ale ac little or no
ditional Ie co t.
M St of the lOts in the metropolitan area w re quite large g nerally in
the 101-500 tree class. There were e eral tbat sold a er 1000 trees and at
least twO that sold close to 10000 tr e
eacb. The biggest yards were u ually
located on main city street near major inter ections.
Merchandising feature
ther than
price played a big part in Christma
tree ales. Parking space was an important facror. Yard that had g ad
displays thac could be s en by pas lng
mOtorists had an ad antage in making
sales. Front display require g d specimen tree each f which is fully vi ible. A a re ult practically all dealers
pro ided a w
en base already tacked
on the tree so th t the trees could be
Continlled on page 31
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Coming
competition
of fresh
and sterile
concentrated
milk
They have the potential
of creating many changes
within the dairy industry
of Utah and the nation

RON 0 0

A. C H R 1ST ENS E N

RIC H A R 0

S.

MAG l E B Y

DR. RONDO A. CHRISTENSEN is a ssistant
professor of agricultural economics. RICHARD
S. MAGLEBY is a graduate student in the
same d e partment.
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and sterile concentrated milk
are now sold commercially in the
United States. Neither is on the market
yet in Utah. Since both products can
be substituted for fresh whole milk
when reconstituted with water they
have the potential of creating many
changes within the dairy industry of
Utah and the nation.
Fresh concentrated milk is reduced
to one-third the volume of whole milk,
is made from milk eligible for fluid
consumption requires refrigeration,
and is distributed in a manner similar
to whole milk. Because of its reduced
weight, fresh concentrated milk can be
shipped about three times as far as
whole milk for the same cost.
Sterile concentrated milk is also concentrated three to one but can be made
from manufacturing grade milk, has a
shelf life of several months without refrigeration, and will probably be distributed through the same market
channels as evaporated milk. Much of
the cooked flavor found in evaporated
milk has been eliminated from sterile
concentrated milk through new processing techniques. Compared with
whole milk, sterile concentrate has
lower product costs, lower transportation costs and because of its method
of distribution may be able to siderrack many of the trade barriers that
presently restrict the distribution of
whole milk.
Fresh concentrated milk has generally had to be sold for 2 to 3 cents less
per quart equivalent than fresh whole
milk to achieve sales of any consequence. A larger discount may be
necessary to encourage a substantial
amount of substitution of fresh concentrate for whole milk. Sterile concentrate will probably have to be discounted as much or more than fresh
concentrate in order to compete seriously for sales with fresh whole milk.
Sales of concentrated milk will probably be greater in areas where retail
prices of whole milk are the highest.
The probable impact of fresh and
sterile concentrated milk on the dairy
industry is still a matter of speculation.

F

RESH

There will probably be little effect it
concentrated milk fails to attain general consumer acceptance and break
down trade barriers. On the other
hand, if it does, we can probably expect to see a narrowing of the spread
between prices paid producers for milk
used for manufactured products and
milk used for fluid consumption, a
narrowing of producer to retail price
spreads between milk surplus and milk
deficit areas, and extension of marketing areas.

Can Utah producers expand markets?
The question facing Utah producers
and distributOrs is whether through the
use of concentrated milk they can expand markets and whether other surplus areas will expand their markets
into Utah at a competitive advantage.
To help answer these problems, COStS
were estimated at which distributOrs
from a number of surplus milk areas
could place whole milk and fresh and
sterile concentrated milk on selected
western markets. The margin between
these estimated COStS and the retail
price of whole milk on each market
was also determined. Transportation
costs were obtained from rail and
trucking firms. Other COSts were derived or estimated from secondary
sources.
Results of this study indicate that
there would be lirtle, if any incentive
at the present time for Utah handlers
to process and distribute fresh or sterile
concentrated milk if fresh concentrate
has to be sold for ar least 3 cents and
sterile concentrate for at least 5 cents
less than whole milk per quart equivalent to achieve sales of consequence.
Profit margins would be as large or
larger on sales of fresh whole milk on
most western markets. Although there
would be some savings in transportation and careoning COStS in making and
selling fresh and sterile concentrated
milk these reduced costs would be
more than offset by extra processing
COSts and the discount below the price
of whole milk at which concentrated
milk would probably ha e to be sold.
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With smaller or no discounts at all
Utah processors would probably find
fresh and sterile concentrated milk desirable products to handle particularly
on the more distant markets.
With COSt relations similar to those
in 1959, fresh and sterile concentrated
milk could be made from Utah milk
and be distributed in Utah as cheaply
as they could be made and shipped in
from surplus milk areas such as the
North Central States. Before turning
to western markets these surplus areas
will more likely develop sales of concentrated milk in the higher priced
milk deficit areas of the southern and
eastern parts of the country.
Although it does not seem economically desirable now fresh and sterile
concentrated milk will probably be sold
in Utah some day. The incentive for
Utah processors to make and distribute
them will increase as demand increases
and as the discount at which they sell
below the price of whole milk decreases. The incentive for Other surplus
areas to sell concentrated milk on the
Utah market will increase as supply
demand and price relations change
making Utah a higher priced market in
relation to other markets.

Costs of placing milk on
western markets
Estimated costS include dealers' buying price for milk processing, packaging transportation local delivery and
retail margin but do not include selling
costs and profit. Firms of equal size
were assumed for all areas. The twO
costs that vary most depending on origin of milk are dealers' buying price
nd transportation. Other costs would
be similar on the same market regardless of origin of milk.
Estimated costS indicate that with
cost relations as they existed in 1959 a
Logan supplier could place packaged
whole milk on all western markets
studied for less than any Other supplier
studied, except in Phoenix and Los Angeles where a local processor could do
so for less COSt table 1). Wichita,
Kansas, and Madison Wisconsin supFOR
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pliers on the Salt Lake City market
mainly because of a lower dealers' buying price for milk eligible for fluid
u e and 0 er supplier in the North

pliers would find no ad amage COStwise, except p ssibly on the Denver
market. A Logan processor would have
n advantage 0 er other western sup-

fable 1. Estimated cost* of placing packaged whole milk, fresh concentrate, and sterile concentrate on selected western markets from selected origins, 1959
Origin of milk
Market

logan

local

Salt lake City

Boise

Wichita

Madison

Cents per quart of milk equivalent
Whole milk
20.5
20.3
22.2
22.0
22.9
22.8
23.6
23.6
22.5
21.8
21.5
20.6

Salt lake City
Denver
Phoenix
Albuquerque
las Vegas
los Angeles

20.5
21.6
20.6
22.6
21.7
19.1

18.4
20.2
20.9
21.5
20.4
19.5

Salt lake City
Denver
Phoenix
Albuquerque
las Vegas
ll}s Angeles

19.9
21.0
20.1
22.0
21.2
18.5

17.6
18.2
18.5
19.3
18.6
18.1

15.0
15.3
15.4
15.7
15.6
14.2

Salt lake City
Denver
Phoenix
Albuquerque
las Vegas
los Angeles

14.6

14.2

22.5
20.8
22.6
22.3
23.7
22.4

22.7
21.0
23.6
23.2
24.7
23.5

Fresh concentrated milk
19.9
18.9
19.4
20.5
19.7
20.7
20.7
21.6
20.9
19.7
18.1
19.3

19.6
19.1
19.7
20.2
20.4
18.7

18.8
18.2
19.1
19.6
19.8
18.1

Sterile concentrated milk
15.6
15.8
15.8
16.2
15.9
15.0

16.0
15.2
16.0
15.3
16.6
15.4

16.6
15.6
16.3
15.8
16.9
15.7

*Not including selling costs and profit.
Table 2. Margin between retail price of whole milk and estimated cost* of packaged whole
milk and fresh and sterile concentrated milk from logan and Salt lake City, selected
markets, 1959
From Salt lake City

From logan
Market
logan
Salt lake City
Denver
Phoenix
Albuquerque
las Vegas
los Angeles

Whole

Fresh

Sterile

Whole

Cents per quart of milk equivalent
6.6
.8
4.0
2.5
5 .4
8 .0
5.3
8.2
1.3
7.7
.2
4.7
7.2
10.8
3.0
9.4
2.5
6.4
7 .1
.2
4.7

3.3
4.6
3.3
3.2
5.0
4.6
2.2

Fresh
1.5
3.1
3.0
2.4
4.9
4.1
2.4

*Not including selling costs and profit

Table 3. Margin between the retail price of whole milk and estimated cost* of packaged whole
and concentrated milk from Boise, Wichita, and Madison on local and the Salt lake City
markets, 1959
Wichita

Boise
Product
Whole milk
Fresh concentrate
Sterile concentrate

local
3.9
4.5
7.8

S.l.C.

local

S.l.C.

Madison
local

Cents per quart of milk equivalent
.5
2.0
2.4
2.7
3.0
3.4
2.7
4 .1
6~
~O
~7
7.4

S.l .C.
.3
4.2
~4

*Not including selling costs and profit
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Central Region b cause of nearness to
western markets.
Fresh concentrated milk could be
placed on all markets studied at Ie s
COSt by a L gan u pplier. A Madi on
supplier would be the second most
c mp titi e and a Boi e upplier third.
A Logan proc sor could market sterile concentrated milk n w stern markets t lea t co [" a Boise upplier
would be second lowe r. Wichita Madison Logan and Boi processor buy
milk for ab ur th same pric but L an and Boise proces ors ha e lower
tran p rtation COSts.

i'vIargi1u for profit and s lling exp mes
Processors will not n ces arily expand sales of wh Ie milk or of concentrated milk on markets wher th y ha e
a competitive COSt ad antage. Instead
they ill tend to increa e sales of the
products on the markets where profit
margins are greatest. In addition limit d suppli s f milk ill pre ent infinite sales expansion by suppliers in
some areas· trade barriers will pre ent
unlimited expansion by others.
The margin between the retail price
of packaged whole milk on selected
markets and the estimated cost at
which whole milk and fresh and sterile
concentrated milk could be placed on
them by Logan and Salt Lake City suppliers are shown in table 2. The margin on whole milk is what is left for
selling COStS and profit. From the margins on fresh and sterile concentrated
milk must come the discount at which
they will be sold below the price of
whole milk plus selling COStS and
profit.
A Logan processor could market
packaged whole milk in Salt Lake City
Den er, Phoenix Albuquerque, and
Las Vegas and have about as much r
more margin for selling COStS and profits as on milk sold in Logan. Salt Lake
Ci ty pr c ssors would ha e as much or
more margin for selling costs and
profit on milk sold in Albuquerque
and Las Vegas as on milk sold in Salt
Lake City. Because of either higher
costS or lower retail prices for packaged
24

milk margins on the other markets
auld be low r than n milk sold in
alt Lake City.
If fresh conc ntrat were sold for
3 cents per quart qui alent less than
whole milk borh La an and alt Lake
City distriburors
uld make mar
margin for elling co tS and profits
elling whole milk on all w stern markets considered. Boise, Wichita nd
Madison distributors would all realize
larger margins elling hole milk n
their local markets than they would
elling fresh concentrate in Salt Lake
City table 3).
If sterile concentrate were sold for 5
cents per quart qui alent less than
whole milk larger margins could also
be mad by Logan and alt Lak City
processors by selling whole milk on
most w stern markets. With a discount
f 3 cents r I ss sterile conc ntrate
w uld be m re profitable p rticularly
on the more distant markets.
With a 5 cent discount Boise Wichita and Madison di tributOrs would
realize larger margins on local sales of
whole milk than on sal s of sterile concentrate on the Salt Lake City market.
With a discount of 3 cents the Ian r
would be more profitable.
MISSION FOR THE FUTURE
Conthwed from page 3)

the Land-Grant Uni ersities commemorating the centennial of teaching
and research in the Land-Grant system.
In recognition of the event the Experiment Station is carefully reviewing its
program to anticipate how it can best
ser e the interests of this area in the
years ahead.

Ignorance is now recognized
Although much has been learned
still the enlightened area of knowledge
is only a small island in a ast cean
f ignorance. The strength f the
present position is that ignorance is
recognized and man is determined to
d something about it. Sci nce is the
procedure by which ignorance of the
natural world is replaced with under-

standi~g. Res arch is the
science that carries it
explore territory.

for~ ard

hide of
into un-

Ad ancem nt from r s arch in the
past hundred years ha e exceed d the
most soaring dreams of man. Yet nearly
all of this ad anc has come in the last
50 years and the rate of ad ance is increasing. As a result of past accomplishments man has accumulated the
wealth that enables him to de ore e en
more time to re arch education and
technological ad anc ment.

lWission for the fttture
Some of the patterns for the futur
of research in the Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station
em dear. The
Station is commissioned to conduct research need d to can er e and make
the wisest use of our land and water
resources. In spite of all other adances land and water will likely continue to suppOrt the roors of our civilization. The crescendo of rising pric s
of private land and the din of controersy a er use of public lands suggest
that many people take seriously the recent title of "standing room only." The
consequences of alternative public policies on land management and use must
be anticipated and used as a guide. The
in entory and research on our land resources and how to sa e and make better use of them must go forward.
Our limited water supply in Utah is
now a major tOpic of concern and this
concern will increase. We must find
b tter ways to store transport and reuse the supplies we ha e. But our most
substantial hope for the future lies in
learning how to conser e and claim for
better use a portion f the 90 percent
of our state water now being lost by
e aporation and transpiration.
Even the air seems to be on the
erge of b c ming a limiting resource
at least in some areas. Home heating
automobiles waste disposal, and industry are all pouring vast quantities
f materials into the air. lnde d without concentrated attention to this problem there is a strong question as to
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whether man is not dangerously close
to poisoning himself as well as much
of the rest of nature. Air pollution has
been a major research area of the Starion over the past ten years and these
studies must continue on an even
broader base.
Closely akin to air, water, and land
are range, forest and wildlife resources. The areas concerned with these
are also major sources of water. Trees
will furnish an increasing supply of
building materials and cellulose and
other ingredients for industry. These
wildlands are the areas man is looking
to for recreation for a place to get
away from the bustling world and rejuvenate his spirits. These are the grazing lands for millions of sheep and cattle. With the increasing interest and
public pressure for varied uses of these
lands, policies and management decisions must be made with great care.
Public laws now before Congress indicate the need for an enhanced research
program on how to manage these resources most wisely to bring maximum
satisfaction for man's varied wants.
To date a disproportionate amount
of research time has been required in
finding partial answers to pressing
problems concerning crop plants and
animals. As yields increase toward
their maximum and individual plants
are produced in greater concentration
these problems become more intense
and difficult. In Utah we have known
in a real sense the battle for survival
between man and insects. But what is
not known is that the battle is nor won.
lf insects and diseases took the annual
proportionate toll of food crops that
they did fifty years ago, the nation
would be faced with famine. New insecticides control specific insects but
the versatility of nature is such that insects develop immunity to a new insecticide in about five years. Almost
as soon as plant breeders develop a
wheat variety with resistance to known
races of smut organisms, a new race
appears. Only a persistent and intensive
research program can insure that man
will stay ahead in this battle with the
FOR
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obscure and negative forces of nature.
Yet the ery nature of the fight
against ignorance (for that is the basic
purpose of research) indicates there is
a better solution to the problem than
the continual development of new
chemicals to replace those that have
or will become ineffective. A better
solution lies in more basic research to
gain an understanding of the complete
spectrum of life. Scientists have found
that at the cellular level there are many
similar processes in plants and animals.
There are also differences and there is
reason to believe that there are basic
weaknesses and strengths in the physiology and life cycle of all forms of
life that man can use to his advantage.
Scientists are turning to nature with
such questions as why do cells grow?
Why do they divide? Why does one
cell become muscle another nerve, and
a third bone? Why do cells lose vitality and die? What is the nature of the
gene that controls inheritance?
Scientists at Utah State University
are probing the secrets of life. We h e
a major center to study the nature and
actions of virus particles. This has attracted international attention for its
new findings about the composition
and structure of virus. Other studies
are devored to the nature of enzyme
action. Since enzymes are the tools by
which all organisms obtain energy and
produce tissues these studies are helping to unravel life's secrets. Our geneticists are not only developing new
and improved plants and animals they
are also studying the nature and mechanism of the processes of inheritance.
In line with the need for research
devoted to immediate and long-term
bjecrives, the work of the Utah Station is organized to fulfill both functions. In some cases workers or groups
of workers concentrate on special studies. In all cases, even though the purpose may be an immediate practical
problem the researchers attempt to
probe deep - to find the why and
the how as well as the what the where
and the when of events.
Greater attention must be focused

on man, his nutrmon and physiology.
Perhaps of even greater importance
we need to find better ways to live
together. Plans are going forward for
increased research on the problems of
aging as well as on those of youch.
There are studies adapting food and
nutritional habits to bodily changes
with age and on the social and mental
adjustments that come with reduced
physical vigor.
Utah has special economic and social problems associated with changes
in agricultural practices and with the
concentration of industry and job opportunities in limited pares of the state.
Can communities with declining populations find new opportunities for employment? lf not how can adjustments
be made to support government
schools, roads public utilities and
other facilities deemed necessary to
modern life. Research teams are needed to develop factual information that
can help declining rural areas adjust
toward a better future.
With its roots deep in a hundred
years of research history in Utah, the
Agricultural Experiment Station with a
staff of abouc a hundred professionally trained personnel skilled in the
techniques of research, is going forward
with a program that will help insure a
better future for all.

Timing of insecticides
Dimethoate applied before bud formation on sugar beets controlled lygus
bugs feeding on the buds blossoms
and seed later on. Germination of seed
ftom these plants was excellent. This
timing of insecticide applications may
prove valuable on other crops as well.

Control of boxelder bugs
Three chemicals have proved of coniderable value in the control of boxelder bugs. Dieldrin is effective at low
rates and has a long re idual action ·
Diazinon is effective at low rates but
has short residual action; Lindane gives
the quickest kill.
25

COMBUSTION PRODUCTS
(Continued from page 5 )

changes in the permanent teeth which
range from slight white striations to
the development of chalky areas in the
enamel. Continued consumption of excessive amounts leads to brown discolorations, pitting and marked wear of
the teeth. Adult animals receiving excessive amounts for long periods deelop symptOms of chronic fluorosis.
Bones and joints become enlarged, and
extra bone growth may develop in different parts of the skeletOn. Stiffness
and lameness may occur and secondary symptoms such as decreased milk
production and rough coat often
appear.
No harmful effects result when
small amounts of fluorides are consumed either in food or in drinking
water.

Effects on plant life
The evidence gathered on the harmful effects of air pollutants on plants
has accumulated 0 er an extended
period of time. Injured plants have
been observed immediately adjacent
to factOries which released toxicants
into the air as byproducts of their operations. Studies made under controlled conditions ha e shown which
pollutants were responsible for specific plant symptOms and additional
studies have re ealed methods of diminishing the amounts of these pollutants released into the atmosphere.
Since some species of plants are much
more sensitive to tOxic substances in
the air than are Others these plants can
be used as indicatOrs during the growing season to tell whether there have
been significant amounts of a tOxicant
in the air.
Three substances which have caused
injury in Utah in the past are sulfur
dioxide, fluorides and smoke containing chlorine. In deciduous trees and
shrubs the most common symptom of
sulfur dioxide injury is the appearance
of yellowish-brown to dark-brown dead
areas between the veins of the leaves
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(fig. 1) with the tissues next to the
veins remaining green. Defoliation
varies with the plant species and the
severity of the injury. Fluoride injury
to sensitive plants is shown by the
death of tissues at leaf margin (fig.
2 ) . Injury from chlorine was seen in
limited areas of Utah a few years ago
when a branch of the Armed Services
destroyed some materials by burning on
the salt flats west of Ogden. The
smoke instead of being dispersed in
non-lethal amounts in the atmosphere,
stayed close to the ground and severely
damaged fruit and foliage of trees
along the foothills in Box Elder County. Marginal and interior areas of
leaves were killed ( fig. 3) and rapid
defoliation followed.
Similar symptOms can result from
other causes, so one should examine
all possible evidence before concluding
that a given symptOm was caused by a
specific toxic air pollutant. It has also
been suggested that economically important hidden damage occurs when
the tOxic gases are present in such small
amounts that neither defoliation nor
leaf spotting occurs. This is yet to be
determined but present evidence fails
to suppOrt such a suggestion.
An additional "air pollutant ' of recent years but one which may not be
thought of as being in this category
is 2,4-D. lawns are sprayed by home
gardeners to destroy weeds and most
counties have an active program for
control of weeds along roadsides by
spraying. The fumes of 24-D are potent, and minute traces may cause
plants several hundred feet away to
display leaves curled or fernlike or
with grotesque forms (fig. 4).

Controls
In the past, injury to bOth plants and
animals has occurred near phosphate
plants, smelters, brick factories aluminum and steel mills, and other such
industrial establishments where large
volumes of pollutants were released
into the air as byproducts of the manufacturing process. Many of these 10-

dustrial organizations have now installed equipment to reduce the air
pollutants. Research which will make
it possible to remove more of the pollutants resulting from industrial processes is being continued.
Utah Agricultural Exp riment Station workers are continuing cooperative investigations on these various
sources of air pollution.

Other S01JrCeS of air polltttion
Municipalities themsel es often are
responsible for air contamination. Residents of several cities in Utah are uncomfortably aware of the burning carried on at the city dump with the pall
of smoke which envelopes everything
nearby on those days when the smoke
clings to the ground.
Burning of garbage in cities is an
extensive source of air pollution.
Where laws have been passed prohibiting this burning a mark d improvement in the air has followed.
Probably the greatest source of air
pollution tOday is the automobile
( fig. 5 ) . Most of America moves on
wheels and each autOmobile releases
some air pollutants into the atmosphere. According to the research
directOr of the los Angeles Air
Pollution Control District, 1 000 autOmobiles operating in an urban community release into the air each day
3.2 tons of carbon monoxide, 400 to
800 pounds of organic vapors and 100
to 300 pounds of nitrous oxides, plus
smaller amounts of other chemicals.
It is well known that carbon monoxide
is extremely harmful to humans in
closed garages; however, it rarely becomes concentrated enough in the Outside air to be hazardous On the Other
hand, organic vapors and nitrous oxides
react in the light to produce ozone and
Other oxidants which are tOxic to vegetation. In recent yea~s, ozone injury to
plants has been recognized in a number
of areas. As a rule the injury and the
losses have been greater near urban
centers and along highways where large
numbers of motOr vehicles are operated.
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Emission of air pollutants from automobiles can be reduced by proper engine care and by the installation of pollution-abating devices. Some states may
require the installation of such devices
on all automobiles within a short time,
and Secretary of Health, Education,
and Welfare Abraham A. Ribicoff, has
recommended to the automotive industry that these devices be installed on
all new 1964 cars.
Surveys have been conducted in
Utah to determine the extent of oxidant damage to plants. No such damage has been observed to date, probably
because proper conditions for oxidant
build-up have not occurred here. The
increased concentration and use of automobiles in urban areas may be expected to make oxidants a problem,
unless steps are taken to have pollution-abating devices installed on all
automobiles.
New scientific discoveries may
create new atmospheric hazards similar
to that created when nuclear fission
became a part of our living. Such hazards must be faced when they are developed. Today, however all possible
sources of air pollution should be examined. Their effects on life processes
should be determined. Methods of lessening their damage should be devised
and devices should be developed to
eliminate the pollutants from the atmosphere. This is a problem that is receiving the increasing attention of
Utah Station scientists.
A LIBERAL EDUCATION
( Contintted from page

)

ing for broader participation in the total community. More important than
all this it helped put farmers and all
ordinary citizens in touch with the cultural heritage of their society in a way
that no country has ever done before.
Modern universities had their beginnings in the desire of some people
for a liberal education, an education
that would make them free an education that would in some significant
sense enable them co transcend indiFOR
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vidual limitations of time and place
and personal events and learn something of the best that has been thought
and said and experienced by great men
of all times and all cultures. Only much
later did society in general come to recognize that pursuit of knowledge for
its own sake might lead to significant
practical results.
The author of the Land-Grant system
specified that the education to be provided was to be both "liberal and practical." To the extent that the farmers
of America have become acquainted
with history, literature, philosophy, and
similar fields that have no immediate
practical significance for them, to this
extent have they as individual, total
personal beings come OUt of serfdom
and into freedom as a parallel step to
their achievement of freedom as political and economic entities. To this extent are they no longer hicks as well as
no longer serfs. They are developed human beings not just rubes of substance.
If like Plato, American society were

interested in farmers only in their capacity as workers, then it would not
be interested in providing for them any
training other than that which would
enable them to farm well. But if we are
interested in farmers and in all other
people, first as individual human
beings, with "unlimited capacities of
being, doing and suffering," as Thomas Huxley said in his appeal for a liberal education for all and only secondly
in their capacity as workers, then liberal, humanistic training is as essential
for them as it is for "gentlemen" of the
genteel tradition and professional men
and all others who traditionally have
been thought to "need' or "deserve"
such education.
His own individual stature and the
widespread respect accorded the farmer in America today is one evidence
that the liberal education in the LandGrant system has been as significant
as the practical, and in this centennial
year, this contribution also deserves its
word of recognition.

CURLY TOP IN POTATOES
(Continued from page 9 )

shapen. Frequently, the large tubers
are misshapen.
T uber-perpet'ltated symptoms in the
greenhouse and at
Oceanside California
Tubers from plants growing in commercial fields with typical Utah haywire (current-season curly tOP infection) were planted in the greenhouse
at Logan Utah, and in the field at
Oceanside California in December.
Kennebec Russet Burbank and White
Rose tubers were plamed in the
greenhouse while the Oceanside planting was limited co the White Rose
variety. At bOth locations plams developed symptoms described and published in 1946 as green dwarf which
since have pro ed to be caused by the
curly top irus. One hundred-three
days after planting at Oceanside California, 25 percent of the tubers failed
to produce emergent plams. Twenty

percent of the tubers produced plants
which exhibited green dwarf symptoms, 15 percent produced smaller
plants with no definite symptoms, and
40 percent produced large normal appearing plants.
Nonemergence, delayed emergence
and dwarfing were characteristic of
the diseased plants grown in the greenhouse. Some plants remained dwarfed,
some after a delayed early growth developed into tall dark green upright
single large stemmed plants and some
developed into slightly stunted plants
while others were healthy. Slightly less
than 18 percent of the Russet Burbank and White Rose and 0.7 percent
of the Kennebec sets produced healthy
plants. Sets of some tubers produced
both diseased and healthy plants which
is evidence that the virus did not occur uniformly through the tubers.
Typical curly tOP symptoms developed on tomato plants which were
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grafted on to potatO plants exhibiting
green dwarf symptOms in the greenhouse.
Tuber-perpetuated symptoms in the
field at Logan

Kennebec and White Rose tubers
har ested at the same time as those
that were planted in the greenhouse
were saved for planting in the field.
Emergence was less than 40 percent
112 days after planting. Most of the
nonemergent plants de eloped short
thick sprouts that did not grow further. Those plants that did emerge
ranged from extreme dwarfing (fig. 5)
to normal growth. Many of the plants
had the characteristic green dwarf
growth, but instead of being dark
green the color ranged from light
green to yellow, while some plants deALFALFA

eloped symptoms approaching those
of current-season infection.
When tOmatoes were drafted on to
potato plants exhibiting any of the
tuber - perpetuated symptoms typical
curly top symptoms resulted in the
tomatoes.
Tuber-pe-rpet1tated symptoms expressed
in the seco11d generation

If plants produced tubers in the
greenhouse these were harvested
stored to break the rest period and
then planted in the field. Again in the
field there was delayed germination.
In addition to non-emergence and
late emergence some of the second generations plants expressed tuber-perpetuated curly tOp symptOms and the curly
tOp virus was transmitted to tOmatoes by grafting.
SEED

CHALCID

( Continued from page 11 )

jacent areas. The July 28 to AugUSt 6 decline was probably due to
the delayed response of chalcid
numbers to the earlier dip in alfalfa flowers between full bloom
on the first crop and full bloom
on second crop. Although first
crop forage was nOt cut from the
field there were two distinct
bloom periods corresponding to
first and second crop.
August 6 to August 15 - This lull
in cha1cid numbers ( 150 to 175
to 150 per 100 sweeps) corresponds to the flower lull between
first and second bloom periods.
The two-week average life span
of cha1cids does nOt permit a continuous carry 0 er of high chalcid
numbers whenever there is a
break in the supply of flowers.
August 15 to August 31 - The
sharp increase in cha1cid numbers
(150 to 2000 per 100 sweeps)
during this period represents the
increase in numbers and in migration from second generation
cha1cids which developed on second crop seed. The seed was har-
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ested August 21 to August 31
and further sweepings were nOt
made. Sharp declines in numbers
following August 31 are recorded in figs. 1, 2 and 3.
Comparisons among fig. 1 t03
show similar peaks and alJeys in chalcid numbers although they may come
at arying times and peak at different
numbers.
Sorenson found that spring emergence began between May 1 and May
15 and continued through July 15.
First brood began to emerge about July
20 and the second brood about a month
later. The emergence of these twO
broods is related to the peaks in chalcid numbers portrayed in figs. 1
through 3 of this report.
Because the chalcid flies from field
to field effective control necessitates
community or area action. We suggest
as Sorenson did originally the following practices before May 1: (1) burn
chaff stacks, 2) feed or destroy all
screenings, (3) eliminate other host
plants particularly volunteer alfalfa in
fence rows waste places and on ditch
banks (4) cultivate to bury infested

seeds that ha e fallen to the ground.
In addition the grower should irrigate
for fast seed set.
GRAZING STEEP SLOPES
(Contintted from page 13)
Table 1. Changes in elevation of the soil
surface following graz ing of mountai n slopes by cattle
Perce nt
slope

68
60
43
56/ 33/ 23

Change (inches)
Maximum
Minimum

5:39
3.04
4.09
2.28

.04
.00
.00
.04

surface do not indicate soil loss. They
are an indication of the amount of soil
that has been loosened so that it could
be moved downslope by gravity or
water.
As cattle moved about the pastures,
litter at the soil surface was displaced,
shattered, or pulverized. Before and
after photographs were used to record
changes (fig. 4).
Protective soil cover decreases

Because catrIe tend to congregate in
certain locations within the pastures,
the effects of trampling are more pronounced in some areas than in others.
However the general effect of cattle on
Ii tter cover was to decrease the soil protection afforded by litter and rock and
to increase the area of bare soil. The
average increase in bare soil in pastures with slopes of 68 60 and 56 percent was 11.8, 5.6 and 8.9 percent.
Since range condition is lowered and
erosion hazard increased as exposed
bare soil increases these changes in litter are nOt desirable. They should be
minimized.
Results obtained during the first season of use in the experimental pastures
indicate the direct effect of cattle on
slopes. The full meaning of these effects can be determined only after several seasons of study. Observed changes
in vegetation, soil, and litter must be
evaluated in terms of the effects
of summer stOrms and spring snowmelt on soil surfaces that have been
disturbed.
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Fig. 1. Ke nne bec
potatoes seve re ly
damaged by curly top
during the grow ing season
of 1958
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KEN EBEC
A CURLY TOP SUSCEPTIBLE POTATO
acreage f Kennebec,
p t to ariery relea ed in 19
is being gr wn in U tab for eed production and commercial poratoe . h we er there i an increased intere t in
the stace in growing this
riery for
chipping purp e. ationally thi ariery ranked third in cereifi deed production in 1961.
Utah grower ha e encountered s me
difficulty in pr ucing eed of thi ariery due co it usceptibiliry c curly
tOp. Kennebec i more se erely damaged by curly tOp than the Rus et Burbank r Whice Ro e arietie. A commercial field of Kennebec e er ly
damaged by curly t p in 1958 che year
large p pulation of beet leafhoppers
mo ed fr m the deserc breeding
grounds to the cultivated farms of

A

LIMlTED

•
DR. ORSON S. CANNON is head of the
Department of Botany. GOLDEN L. STOKER
is associate professor of agronomy and in
charge of the crop improveme nt work in the
state.
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Ucah
hown in fig. 1. The Ru et
Burb nk and White R e arietie
were also damaged by curly t p in
1958 but not 0 se erely a the K ennebec variety. During thi
approximately 5 to 90 percent
U cah s t matO crop wa de croyed b
curly t p. K nneb c eed fi ld
re
frequencly damaged by curly tOp during sea on when the flight of beet
leafhopper is relati ely lighc and lictle
curly tOp occur in the Ru t Burbank
and White Ro e ariecie .

T ttber-perpetttated SY171ptoms
in the greenhouse
t only i the K nnebec variety
more e erely damaged by curly tOp
in che field chan the R u set Burbank
and White R e varieties but the
damage is carried 0 er to the tub rp rpetuated planes fig 2 . More than
97 percene of the eed piece pia need
in the greenhou e from tubers produced n dise sed plant either failed

20

o
KeMeMC

Russ.t Burban"

Fig. 2. Tuber-perpetuated
curly top. Kennebec
compared with Russet
Burbank and White Rose in
pe rce ntage of seed pieces
that failed to produce a
plant or produced a
severe ly stunted plant
when g rown in the
greenhouse

t grow r pr duced e er ly scunted
planes. The corr sponding perceneages
for the R u t Burbank and White
Rose arieties were 51 and 56 p rcene,
re pecci ely. Only one ( 0.7 % ) Kennebec plant appeared to grow normally.

T /tber-perpetuated symptoms in the
field at Logan Utah

Kennebec and Whice Ro e tubers
harvesced at the same time as tho e
planted in the greenhouse were sa ed
for planeing in th field the following
spring. One hundred-twelve days after
planeing many tubers had nor yet produced spr uts long enough to emerge
from the oil. Mo t of the nonemergent plane developed shore thick
pr uts th t did not row fureher. Al29

White Ros.

though the percentage of mergence
of both arieties was low emergence
was 39.8 percent for White Rose compared to 30.2 percent for Kennebec.

Tuber-perpetuated symptoms in the
second generation

If plants produced tubers in the
greenhouse they were har ested stOred
to break the rest period, and then
planted in the field. Again in the field
there was a marked delay in germination. Sixty days after planting 20.5
percent of tbe Russet Burbank 40.8
percent of the White Rose and only
3.2 percent of the Kennebec had
emerged. Eventually after 112 days
the percentages were 83.4 79.6 and
10.5 for the Russet Burbank, White
Rose and Kennebec respecd ely.
A COMMUNITY RESOURCE
Continued /rom page 1 )

a f w examples. A little imagination
on this subject goes a long way.

Special attractiom
Most communities ha e special attractions. Tours lectures historic and
scenic sites are all of interest to some
sportsmen who might stay a day longer
or take advantage of such opportunities
during off hours. These attractions are
also of interest to the sportsman's family. A well satisfied hunter or fisherman may return anOther year with his
family for a vacation or he may become a permanent r sident.

He may e en 'return to establish
a btf,siness
Well-placed brochures describing a
community's attractions are impressive
in telling sportsmen and Others what a
community has to offer. This is an
opportunity for ser ice organizations civic groups and chambers of
commerce.
There is a danger in attracting
more sportsmen than the wildlife resource will suppOrt. The objective
however, is not to attract more but
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first to pro ide adequate ser ic s for
present isits.
In some areas th re may be a n gl ered resource and reason to attract
more people. This should be consider d carefully in the planning stage. A
good example is the cisco in Bear Lake.
For many years little int rest was
shown in these small fish. The late winter cisco run is now a r al attraction
drawing thousands of pe pIe to the
shores of Bear Lake with no ad erse
effect upon the resourc . The same is
true of white fish which can pro ide
off-season winter fishing bue has not
attracted much sportsman attenrion.
PromOtion would be helpful in twO
ways: by making better use of the resource and by attacting people to communities during the slower winter
months.
Wildlife can be a significant community resource but crass commercialism must be pre ented. Too often the

aesthetic alues of outdoor r creation
are cheapened through over commercialization. This need not be the case.
A community can pro ide adequate
ser ices and sportsmen visits can be of
conomic importance. Pleasures will
nOt be diminished if the enture is
characterized by wholesome planning.
Wildlife is many things to many
people. Fishing and hunting are wholesome forms of outdoor recreation to
the sportsman sometimes a nuisance
to the farmers a source of irritati n
to long-suffering wi es and a delight
to a boy and his dad. Wildlife means
more - it can be a aluable community resource important to ailing communities and an integral part of the
community economy. Wildlife resources should be considered carefully
in planning for the new Rural Area
Development program. Wildlife is becoming the ally of Utah's agriculture
and industry.

RECLAMATION OF SOILS
( Co'nti1JlIed from page 19 )

liminary results indicate that mole
drainage can be used successfully in
(he reclamation of hea y soils.

Tbe obstacle of artesian aquifers
The shallow artesian aquifers
Cache Valley have long been considred to be a major obstacle ro the solution of the drainage problem. The pressure in the aquifer causes the water
ro mo e upward in the s il rather than
down. This upward movement, although of litcle consequence so far as
the amount of water is concerned does
make leaching and drainage m re difficult. Two schemes are now in progress to arrack this problem' one concerns drainage, the Other salt removal.
With the system of piezometers now
available on the farm the effect of the
arresian pressure on drainage will be
tested by pumping the irrigation supply well completed last year. This well
was deliberately placed in the shallow
aquifer located 40 feet below the
ground surface) so that the relation of

the arresian pressure ro the drainage
problem could be fully explored. A
power line was buile ro the farm and a
turbine pump installed in the well during the summer of 1961. When the
well is used for irrigation this coming
summer information on its effect on
drainage can be obtained thus a dual
purpose will be served.

Salt remo al
To solve the salt remo al problem
re erse leaching was tried on a small
scale in 1961. Four inch tile lines 45
feet long were placed in the soil at a
depth of 30 inches. The lines were
enclosed in a gravel envelope 10 inches
deep and then backfilled. A stand pipe
extended from the hnes ro a point 36
inches above the ground surface. Water
was added ro the standpipe and forced
up through the soil from the tile, and
allowed to run off the surface. The
salt was thus moved up through the
soil and off the surface. Preliminary
results show that the reverse leaching
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was more effective in salt remo al and
used less water than conventional
leaching in this pilOt experiment. The
tile lines used in this type of leaching
might also be used for water application. This possibility will also be
explored.
Other work now being carried n
at the Cache Irrigation and Drainage
Farm includes: The de lopmem of instruments and records for continuous
measurement of groundwater levels
and artesian pressures, surface irrigation experiments invol jng length of
run-size of stream relations as influenced by intake rate and other soils
characteristics measurement of the upward flow from the artesian aquifer
sprinkler irrigation as a means of water managemem and soil crop wat r
management studies.
RETAILING CHRISTMAS TREES
Continued from pa e 21

displayed individually. A wide ariety
of colorful accessories such as wreaths
and painted trees helped promOte tree
sales. These items acrracted buyers of
traditional trees and were profitable to
handle in themselves. In addition most
dealers offered an additional attraction
ro buyers by gi ing extra boughs away
ro customers. Usualiythese were trimmings or cull trees cut up.

Pricing
Retail prices for Christmas crees
were highly variable. Many dealers had
no set pricing plan but based their
price more on an appraisal of the cusromer chan on an appraisal of the cree.
The majority however had set prices
which varied directly with species size
and quality.
A rule of thumb used by many dealers was that retail price should be 100
percem more than wholesale. This
large mark up wa justified by the short
season and large element of risk
involved.
The range and a erage wholesale
price per cree by species reporred by
the retailers sampled in 1960 are:
FOR
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peete

Pinyon pine
Douglas-fir
ubalpine fir
White fir
Blue pruce
Ponderosa pine
Lodgepole pine

Usual range
ill price

1.75-2.50
1.25 - 1.60
1.75 - 2.25
1.75-2.50
2.50 - 3.50
2.25 - 3.00
1.75 - 2._5

A erage

price

2.00
1.40
2.00
2.0
3.00
2.60
2.00

By applying the markup of 100
percent to get ret il price then it may

be reported that the average retail price
f r natural unmodified Christma tree
in Utah for 1960 was about 4.00 p r
tree. This is in agreement with the result of the con umer sur ey phase of
thi study which indicated that the
average family paid 4.00 for a Christmas tree. Since the supply of trees was
lower in 1961 the a erage price this
eas n w uld probably be s mewhat
higher.

research reports
Supplement protects sheep
from ha logeton
Sheep losses caused by eating the
poi onou range weed halogeton can be
pre ented by use of dicalcium pho ph t a common feed supplement.
heep fed alfalfa pellets containing 5
percent f dicalcium phosphate are
protected against the poisonous oxalates in halogeron. The amount u d
is about ten times greater than that
used in feed t supply normal requirements of calcium.
Halogeron m y c main from ., t
30 percent oxalates which may kill
sheep in 10 h urs by depl ring the
blood erum f its calcium content or
by forming xalate crystals in the
kidneys.
Dicalcium ph sphate apparently tie
up the oxalate in the inte tinal tract
or i readily absorbed by the blood to
replace calcium remo ed by the poison.
-Wayne Binn

Chemicals in agriculture
Wil'hout agriculcural chemicals pr duction of c mmercial quantities of
maoy common egetables w uld practically cease. Diseases such as blight
would wipe out entire crops of potatoe
and tOmatoes. Insect would regularly

rake half r m re of the yields of many
other cr ps. Winter egetable from
the South and outhwest would virtually disappear from our markets.
Commercial production of apples
and pear could not continue without
in ecticid
nd fungicide . Peache and
cherries would become rare delicacies.
What little citrus fruit we had would
be riddled with maggots of the medfly
and Mexican fruit fly.
Without chemical a shortage of
feed grain could w 11 curtail pr duction of meat poultry and milk. Our
Ii estock fighting a losing battle
again t disea e parasites and insects
would be generally unthrifty. The six
major extern 1 parasites of cattle hog
he p and p ulery alone if nOt controlled by chemicals would add about
100 million to the nation's mear bill.
If we weren't using chemicals it is
doubtful whether foreign buyers would
be interested in our farm products at
all. But that wouldn't matter becaus
we wouldn t have enough to export
nywa ..
With Ut chemical we could no
longer feed our families on a fifth f
our income. Adequate nutritional qualicy in our diets might be hard to come
by at any price. Reverberations of the
rising COSt of f od would echo throughut the economy with a shattering
31
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